
Name: __________________   Date: ___________ 

 

Spelling List 13 
Compound words 

 
 

1. bedroom 

2. grandparent 

3. anyone 

4. outside 

5. sunshine 

6. basketball 

7. playground 

8. doorbell 

9. weekend 

10.backyard 

11. barefoot 

12. wildlife 

13. everybody 

14. cannot 

15. yourself 

16. downstairs 

17. without 

 

 

 

Bonus Word: cupboard 

Review Words (Months and Days) 

 

18. February 

19. Wednesday 

20. Tuesday 

 



Spelling Week 13 

Compound words 

 

Using your VERY BEST handwriting, put your spelling words in ABC order. 

bedroom grandparent anyone outside 

sunshine basketball playground doorbell 

weekend backyard barefoot wildlife 

everybody cannot yourself downstairs 

without February Wednesday Tuesday 

Now, on the back, write a sentence using 4 of your spelling words. Underline the 

spelling words in your sentence. Be sure to use capitals and punctuation. 

 

Name: ______________________ 

 

#: ____________ 



Spelling List 13 

Compound words 

 

Using your VERY BEST handwriting, write the spelling words at least 3 times each on the lines. 
 

1. bedroom  

2. grandparent  

3. anyone  

4. outside  

5. sunshine  

6. basketball  

7. playground  

8. doorbell  

9. weekend  

10. backyard  

11. barefoot  

12. wildlife  

13. everybody  

14. cannot  

15. yourself  

16. downstairs  

17. without  

18. February  

19. Wednesday  

20. Tuesday  

 

Now, on the back, write a sentence using 4 of your spelling 

words. Underline the spelling words in your sentence. Be sure to 

use capitals and punctuation. 

 

Name: _____________________ 

 

#: ____________ 



Spelling Week 13 

Compound words 

 

Using your VERY BEST handwriting, break the words into syllables. 

Spelling Word  Write the Word Break into syllables 
How Many 

syllables? 

ex..   spelling  spelling spel – ling 2  

bedroom     

grandparent     

anyone     

outside     

sunshine     

basketball     

playground     

doorbell     

weekend     

backyard     

barefoot     

wildlife     

everybody     

cannot     

yourself     

downstairs     

without     

February     

Wednesday     

Tuesday     

Now, on the back, write a sentence using 4 of your spelling words. Underline the 

spelling words in your sentence. Be sure to use capitals and punctuation. 

 

Name: ______________________ 

 

#: ____________ 



Spelling Week 13 

Compound words 

 

 

Write the two words that the compound word is made from 

Compound 

word 
 Write the word 

made from 

word 1 
 

made from 

word 2 

bedroom  bedroom bed  room 
grandparent      

anyone      

outside      

sunshine      

basketball      

playground      

doorbell      

weekend      

backyard      

barefoot      

wildlife      

everybody      

cannot      

yourself      

downstairs      

without      

Write these review words 3 times each 
February     

Wednesday     

Tuesday     

 

 

Name: ______________________ 

 

#: ____________ 


